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High interest of savings tools takes toll on bonds High interest rates on the national
savings schemes are taking a toll on the transactions of treasury bills and bonds in the
secondary market, Bangladesh Bank (BB) officials said. Turnover that includes purchase and
sale of treasury bills and bonds in the secondary market declined to Tk 1,122 crore in May
this year from Tk 1,786 crore in April, BB data shows. The market saw a turnover of Tk 2,635
crore in March and Tk 5,389 crore in February. Central bank officials said transactions may
fall further unless the government adjusts interest rates of savings tools with the other market
rates. The government is borrowing heavily through savings tools that offer interest rates of
11.04 percent to 11.76 percent. On the other hand, the borrowing cost stands between 2.84
percent and 7.13 percent through treasury bills and bonds.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/high-interest-savings-tools-takes-toll-bonds-1422160
Excise duty hike to go Finance Minister AMA Muhith yesterday categorically said the
government would withdraw the proposed increase in excise duty on bank deposits amid
continuous criticisms. The change would be announced before the passage of the new budget
on June 29, he said. “But I am saying this in advance so people can breathe a sigh of relief,”
he told reporters at the secretariat. Excise duties on all types of bank deposits, including
deposits under pension schemes and fixed deposits, have been raised on average 67 percent
in various slabs.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/excise-duty-hike-go-1422181
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Envoy Textiles to raise Tk 150cr thru' bonds Envoy Textiles will raise Tk 150 crore by
issuing zero coupon bonds to increase its production capacity. The listed company announced the issuance of the bonds through private
placement in a posting on the Dhaka Stock Exchange website yesterday. The board of directors has decided to issue the 5-year series zero
coupon bonds with a face value of Tk 150 crore and at a discounted value of Tk 122.42 crore. The issuance of the bonds is subject to approval
of Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission. “Envoy Textiles wants to raise the fund for importing machinery to strengthen its production
capacity,” said Abdus Salam Murshedy, managing director of Envoy Group.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/envoy-textiles-raise-tk-150cr-thru-bonds-1422169
StanChart raises Tk 160cr for Sri Lankan power producer Standard Chartered Bangladesh has raised Tk 160 crore for RajLanka Power
Company Ltd, a subsidiary of LTL Holdings (Pvt) Ltd, to help the electricity producer refinance its existing preference shares to reduce overall
cost. RajLanka owns and operates a 53-megawatt heavy fuel oil-fired independent power plant in Natore. This is the first preference share
transaction arranged by Standard Chartered Bangladesh. The closing ceremony took place at the Westin Dhaka hotel. The facility is also known
as the non-convertible redeemable cumulative preference share, the bank said in a statement. There has been a diverse mix of investments in
the transaction from banks, non-banking financial institutions and corporates, which testifies to StanChart's strong relationship with investors from
all segments and issuer's strong business fundamentals and reputation, the bank said.
http://www.thedailystar.net/business/stanchart-raises-tk-160cr-sri-lankan-power-producer-1422163
Govt’s tax collection from DSE drops by 57pc in May The government revenue from Dhaka Stock Exchange dropped sharply 57.31 per cent
or Tk 20.10 crore in May due to major decline in turnover on the bourse. National Board of Revenue received just Tk 14.97 crore in taxes where
Tk 12.25 crore as tax on turnover and Tk 2.72 crore as tax on sponsor-directors’ capital gain from share sales was also included. In April, the
government’s tax receipt from the bourse was Tk 35.07 crore including Tk 15.31 crore as taxes on turnover and Tk 19.76 crore as taxes on
sponsor-directors’ profit from share sales. Under the Income Tax Ordinance 1984, the government set to collect 0.05 per cent tax on turnover
from brokerage houses that will be collected from investors on their daily transactions, and 5 per cent tax on capital gains made by sponsordirectors and placement-shareholders.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/18087/govts-tax-collection-from-dse-drops-by-57pc-in-may
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BD may slip into 'debt crisis' shortly Cost of funds of the Non-Bank Financial Institutions (NBFIs) increased marginally in April this year,
according to the latest statistics of Bangladesh. The Cost of Funds Index (CoFI) of the NBFIs stood at 7.63 points in April which was 7.53 points
in March this year. According to the central bank, cost of funds is the weighted average interest rate of the interest-bearing liabilities of a non
bank financial institution. CoFI reflects the weighted average interest rate reported for a given month by the non bank financial institutions. It also
serves as the reference rate for pricing the variable interest loan products.
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2017/06/18/74197/NBFIs-cost-of-fund-up-slightly
New VAT rate likely to be postponed The government has planned to postpone implementation of the controversial new value-added tax law
from July 1 because of the negative impact on people’s life, which could affect the ruling party’s standing ahead of next general election, said
finance ministry officials. Besides, there has been strong opposition from the country’s business community against implementation of the new
law which imposes a flat rate of 15% VAT. Finance ministry sources said the decision to stop the execution of the VAT law was taken at a meeting
on June 15 at the ministry auditorium with Finance Minister AMA Muhith in the chair.
http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2017/06/19/new-vat-rate-likely-postponed/
স াল কাউ ার পা র মূ লধন হেব ৩০০ কা টাকা দেশর ই ক এ েচে তািলকাভু সব িসিকউির েজর ( শয়ার, িমউচুয়াল ফা , ব , িডেব ার ভৃিত) লনেদন িন ি র ( সেটলেম ) জন ত ি য়ািরং ও
সেটলেম ব ব া বতেনর লে এক স াল কাউ ার পা (িসিসিপ) গঠেনর উেদ াগ িনেয়েছ পুঁিজবাজার িনয় ক সং া বাংলােদশ িসিকউির জ অ া এ েচ কিমশন (িবএসইিস)। চলিত বছেরর এি েল িবএসইিস ি য়ািরং
ও সেটলেম িবিধমালার খসড়া কাশ কের এবং ক হা ারেদর মতামত আ ান কের। ক হা ারেদর মতামেতর পিরে ি েত বশিকছু
পূণ পিরবতন সােপে িবিধমালা চূড়া কেরেছ কিমশন। ১৩ জু ন বাংলােদশ
গেজেট িবিধমালা কািশত হেয়েছ। চূড়া িবিধমালায় িডিমউচুয়ালাইজড ক এ েচে র মেতা িসিসিপেতও কৗশলগত িবিনেয়াগকারীর ওপর
ােরাপ করা হেয়েছ। তেব এে ে কৗশলগত িবিনেয়াগকারীেক অবশ ই িবেদশী
কােনা িত ান হেত হেব, যােদর িসিসিপ, এ েচ বা আিথক িত ান সং া কায েমর অিভ তা রেয়েছ।
http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2017-06-19/121585/
িজেরা পন ব ইসু করেব এনভয় ট টাইলস িজেরা পন ব ইসু করার িস া িনেয়েছ এনভয় ট টাইলস িলিমেটেডর পিরচালনা পষদ। ঢাকা ক এ েচ (িডএসই) সূে জানা গেছ, বাজাের ব
লাখ ৪০ হাজার টাকা সং হ করেব িত ান । ময়াদ শেষ অিভিহত মূল িহেসেব িবিনেয়াগকারীেদর ফরত দয়া হেব ১৫০ কা টাকা। বে র বিশ স েক জানা গেছ, নন-কনভােটবল এ ব
অবসায়নেযাগ । অথা ব েক কা ািনর শয়াের পা র করা হেব না। ধু াইেভট সেমে র মাধ েম ব িবি করা হেব।
http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2017-06-19/121584/
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